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such that no daim text is presented

-claims 1 1 and 13-17 is now

the examiner as being drawn to a non-elected invention. Claims 1-10 and 12 stand

rejected.

In the attached Cotn Pliant Amended Claims, in accordance with the

present amendment format:

-claim 1 is parenthetically imJicated as being 'cunrently amended', and is

reproduced in its entirety with markings to show current changes;

-claims 2-9 and 12 are parenthetically indicated as being •originar, and are

reproduced in their entirety;

-claim 10 is parenthetically indicated as being 'canceled' and has been con-ected

and

correctly parenthetically indicated as being

'withdrawn', but the text of each of tie claims is reproduced in its entirety.

Entry of the Amendn- ent submitted on July 27, 2004 together with the

Compliant Amended Claims submitled herewith is respectfully requested*

Reconsideration based on the Com jliant Amended Claims and the remarks in the -

Amendment is also respectfully requested.

In view of the Compliant Amended Claims and the remarks in the

Amendment it is respectfully submit :ed that the present invention is patentable over the

cited prior art. Early and favorable consideration is respectfully requested. Applicants

reserve the right to file division, con inuation and continuatior>-in-part applications to

prosecute any inventions or species.

It is believed that there are no fees or charges due at this time. If there

are fees or charges due at this time, the Commissioner is authorized to charge Deposit

Account No. 05-1320.

If there are any other issues remaining which the Examiner believes could

be resolved through telephone conference, the Examiner is respectfully encouraged to

call the undersigned at the telephone number Indicated below.

September 10, 2004

Estee Lauder Companies
125 Pinelawn Road
Melville, New York 11747
631-531-1195

Respectfully submitted,

Martin W. Haerter, Esq
Reg. No. 37,842
Attorney for Applicant
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSMISSION
Und9r37aF.R.1,^

I hereby csrtify that this paper and every paper
refemed to therein as t}elng enclosed is being
facsimflQ transmftled to the Unrted States Patent end
Trademarkpfflce via tel. No. (TpiJ)

on See " ^ ~
>am^ TransmlsslofO^^-^

ure of Person Mailing Correspondence
^Victoria PaIumbo__

Printed Name of Person Mailing Correspondence

Ser. No. 09/863,845
Examiner: Tri M, Mai - /Vu 3727

COMPLIANT AMENDED CLAIMS
Submitted 09/10/2004

1 . (currently amended) A thick-walled container comprising:

a first thin-walled bottle with a neck extending from a storage portion to a

distal end having an opening, the storage portion defining a storage chamber in fluid

communication with a passage thn^ugh the neck to the opening, the storage chamber

having a peripheral wall and a bottom wall at least one of which has a minimum wall

thickness; and

a resin body made from a thermoplastic molding resin injection over-

molded about the first bottle such that aUeastthe openino in the distal end of the neck

protrudes from the - pesifrnbGdyis exposed , the resin body having a maximum wall

thickness at least three times greater than the minimum wall thickness of the storage

portion.

2. (original) The thick-walled container of daim 1 wherein the bottle is made from one

of metal or glass.

3. (original) The thick-walled container of claim 2 wherein the metal is aluminum.

4. (original) The thick-walled container of claim 1 wherein at least one of the bottle

and the resin body is transparent.

5. (original) The thick-walled container of claim 1 wherein the resin body is

transparent and the storage portion of the bottle is substantially round.
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6. (original) The thick-walled container of claim 5 wherein the resin body is square.

7. (original) The thick-walled container of claim 1 wherein the resin body substantially

encapsulates the bottle except for the protruding distal end of the neck.

8. (original) The thick-walled container of claim 1 wherein ttie resin body is

transparent and at least a portion of an outer surface of the bottle beneath the resin body

is provided with a treatment in the form of one of grinding, etching, cutting, a coating, a

label and a transfer.

9- (original) The thick-wailed container of daim 8 wherein the treatment further

comprises indicia.

10. (canceled)

11. (withdrawn) The thick-walled container of claim 1 wherein the resin

body further comprises at least one clearance exposing part of an outer surface of the

bottle.

12. (original) The thick-walled container of claim 3 wherein at least the passage

and the storage chamber are anodized,

13. (withdrawn) The thick-walled container of claim 1 further comprising a

second bottle with a neck extending from a storage portion to a distal end having an

opening, wherein the resin body is over-molded about the second bottle such that at

least the distal end of the neck of the second bottle protmdes from the resin body.

14. (withdrawn) A method of making a thick-walled container comprising

the steps of:

providing at least one thin-walled bottle, the bottle having a neck

extending from a storage portion to a distal end having an opening, the storage portion

defining a storage chamber in fluid communication with a passage through the neck to

the opening, the storage chamber having a peripheral wall and a bottom wall at least

one of which has a minimum wall thickn^s;
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positioning the bottle in a mold cavity defined by opposing dies, tine bottle

positioned in the mold cavity such that at least the distal end of the neck protaides from

the mold cavity through an aperture defined between the opposing dies, the aperture

adapted and dimensioned to seal the opposing dies against a corresponding surface of

the bottle;

injecting resin into the mold cavity at a pressure sufficiently low to avoid

breaking or collapsing the bottle; and

curing the resin sufficiently to remove the thick-walled container from the

mold cavity.

15. (withdrawn) The method of claim 14 wherein the bottle Is made from

one of glass or metal

16- (withdrawn) The method of ctaim 15 v\^erein the metal Is aluminum.

1 7. (withdrawn) The method of claim 14 further comprising an elastomer

gasket in the aperture to seal the opposing dies against the corresponding surface of the

bottle.
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